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Thomas Smithyman leads a 
double life. The 29-year-old 
Australian professor who teaches 
general psychology at Suffolk 
University with a distinct accent.. 
His unique style looks like a cross 
between a vintage rockstar and 
British banker, hinting at the clash 
betwen the different roles he 
plays.
But between the grading and 
testing synonymous with his job, 
Smithyman performs as the lead 
vocalist and guitarist for The Lie 
Society, and will soon be sharing a 
stage with the successful Boston- 
based band Guster. "We won a 
battle of the bands, and we're get­
ting to open for Guster," says 
Smithyman. "They're still work­
ing-out the details. I think it's 
April 20, but that's not final. We 
are touring a lot pretty soon ... but 
opening for them is huge."
While both teaching and music 
have proved rewarding, 
Smithyman admits the two often 
conflict. Despite teaching a class 
only on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, scheduling has not proved 
to be the biggest inconvenience. 
Many of the venues the band plays 
are small bars and house parties, 
and Smithyman worries his pro­
fessional image could suffer.
"It's always a struggle," 
explains Smithyman. "Being a 
person teaching a class, I have a 
certain role- and then I play in a 
band. I worry sometimes [stu­
dents] could see me at a show and 
consider me as less of a profes­
sional, or less of a teacher. A lot of 
them are at places where people 
are drinking and I worry students 
will find out about a house party I 
play."
Smithyman's education in psy­
chology has had a large impact on 
the music he writes and performs. 
"[Psychology] influences my 
music a ton, in a lot of songs," he 
explains. "There are a lot of psy­
chology elements in songs, not 
always super obvious, but they're 
in there. "I wrote a whole song 
based entirely on my master's 
research," says Smithyman.
His research concerned "justifi­
cations and excuses," a look at the 
things people say to explain 
actions they take. "A lot of the 
lyrics were just a hst of excuses. It
Photo courtesy of The Lie Society
Professor and lead singer 
Thomas Smithyman.
became a pretty cool song."
Originally from Sydney, 
Australia, Smithyman began to 
play the guitar at the age of ten. 
He began writing his own songs at 
age 18, around when he decided to 
move to the United States.
"I guess, you know, for the 
adventure," Smithyman says of 
his decision to travel. "I had been 
in the same place for too long."
The music of The Lie Society, 
according to Smithyman, is influ­
enced by their favorite bands 
which include Nirvana, Oasis, the 
Sex Pistols, Radiohead, Weezer 
and the Scottish band Idlewild.
The band first formed ten years 
after Smithyman had moved to the 
United States. The arrival of his 
best friend from Australia would 
be the catalyst, as the two had 
always planned on starting a band. 
At the beginning, the band strug­
gled finding time and space to 
practice.
"When the band first got 
together, we practiced in the 
drummer's apartment and he kept 
getting noise complaints," says 
Smithyman. "Then we found a 
cheap place to practice in Dudley 
Square, which is not the best part 
of town. But now we're pretty 
lucky, and Uve in a house with a 
basement so we practice there."
The Lie Society is currently in 
the final stages of producing an 
EP, which will be for sale at then- 
shows. In addition, they will be 
touring in Washington, D.C. and 
New York.
"Even though I teach and prac­
tice psychology. I'm still a real 
person," says Smithyman. 
"Psychology is not all I do."
Go to myspace.com/theliesoci- 
ety to learn more about the band..
Drum circle
Aiex Keiiy - Journai Staff
Les Amazones held a drum and dance workshop In the Studio Theatre on March 7. History 
Professor Bellinger led the Women and Drums Lecture while a translator assisted during a ques­
tion and answer period with the performers. A male-dominated tradition, Les Amazones over­
came many obstacles and trained for many years as drummers.
Suffolk expands new plans
Journal Staff
After the plans for a new dorm 
at 20 Somerset were abandoned 
amid strong opposition from 
Beacon Hill residents and civic 
leaders, Suffolk University has 
shifted its plans for future expan­
sion towards areas outside of 
Beacon HiU, according to univer­
sity officials. On Feb. 7, the uni­
versity submitted an Institutional 
Master Plan Notification Form 
Renewal with the Boston 
Redevelopment Authority, outlin­
ing plans for expansion and devel­
opment in the next ten years.
"What we filed with the BRA 
[Boston Redevelopment
Authority] is a series of areas of 
interest," said Michael Feeley, the 
university's council for real estate 
development. "Those areas were 
the Bullfinch Triangle, the New 
Clarendon St. area, the Tremont 
Court Street area, the Upper 
Ladder District and the Lower 
Ladder District, and Downtown
crossing.
The BRA, which oversees 
institutions' economic develop­
ment and property expansion, 
recently formed a task force - 
including members of university 
administration, city residents, 
community leaders and civic asso­
ciations - to address potential 
problems that might arise as 
Suffolk expands.
"The task forces are an integral 
part of the community review 
process," said Feeley, adding that 
each neighborhood being looked 
at has representatives in the 
process.
Spokesperson for the BRA and 
Mayor Thomas Menino, Jessica 
Schumaker, explained that "all 
Boston institutions [with a proper­
ty over 20,000 square feet] have to 
develop these master plans," 
adding that the process "paints a 
framework of what the university 
plans to do with property over the 
next ten years."
Many city residents, students, 
and civic leaders question what 
direction the university is headed
in after the plans for the new 31- 
story dorm on Beacon Hill were 
halted.
"It was pretty loud and clear 
from the neighbors from Beacon 
Hill that a new dorm in the neigh­
borhood would not be something 
they would support," said 
Schumaker. The task force, in a 
sense, is intended to ensure that all 
parties in the expansion are com­
fortable with the presence of uni­
versity buildings in their commu­
nities. "The new task force that has 
been appointed has representatives 
from the North End, Beacon Hill, 
Back Bay, Downtown Crossing, 
and Government ' Center," 
Schumaker said. "We oversee the 
project and make sure the commu­
nity is happy with the process."
Outlined in the university's 
master plan is the intention to 
eventually house fifty percent of 
the undergraduate student body, as 
well as a small number of graduate 
students.
Recently the chairman of the
see NEW PLANS, page 4
Correction
Due to an editing error, the Journal erroneously reported that the number of incidents logged by 
the Ride Along Program that involved students from other colleges was 55 in the Feb. 28 article enti­
tled "New stats show discrepancies." The correct number is 155, which includes Emerson. 
Additionally 39 young professionals and people unaffiliated with a particular college were cited for 
violations, totaling 194 incidents that did not involve Suffolk students.
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CO Briefs
Centennial concert possibly postponed
There are conflicting reports on the fate of the Centennial concert. According to an 
anonymous source the concert has essentially been cancelled, as the expected band 
did not sign the contract to perform, as of print on the night of March 7. Junior Jared 
Caine of SGA said there is no official word on the cancellation of the concert. Caine stat­
ed that the final word on the fate of the concert will be announced on Friday, March 9. 
If the Centennial concert is officially cancelled there is a chance that the concert may 
be moved to the fall semester of 2CC7, or the money designated for the concert will be 
reallocated back to the SGA's initiatives according to Caine.
Ian Griffner
Fire alarm disrupts classes
Cn Wednesday, March 27th at 2:55 the fire alarm was activated in the Sawyer 
Building, effectively causing all inside to evacuate.
Two fire engines were called to the scene, including Engine 4 from Cambridge Street. 
Lieutenant Joe Tuily reported that the alarm had been triggered by "dust from con­
struction in the basement of the building."
Students, professors and personnel were still trickling out of the building ten min­
utes after the alarm had sounded. The evacuees spread out along the length of 
Ashburton Place, crowding on both sides of the road, clearing a path for the emergency 
vehicles attending to the situation.
Some classes had been in the middle of presentations and tests; despite the dis­
ruption, the majority of students seen outside returned to class. "It's very disruptive, we 
end up loosing half the class," said Entrepreneurship Professor George Moker. 
However, as he told students waiting on the street, "we'll resume class on Monday."
For Steve Carr, a Junior in an entrepreneurship ciass, the alarm was "good timing; I 
was supposed to do a presentation!"
Colleen Koperek
New acting director for Res. Life
Wondering who the new face is in the Residence Life & Summer Programs Center 
is? Replacing Tikesha Morgan, Stephanie Lai is now the acting resident director. "1 
replaced Tikesha Morgan. She was the assistant director. She got a new Job at 
Emerson, so she left," commented Lai. Lai got the Job because she was a good fit for 
the position. "Sometimes you get good candidates in the middle of the year. They inter­
viewed several people and none had the best fit. Because I was already assistant res­
ident director, I was already doing some of the responsibilities," she said. As Lai took 
on this new position, someone had to take over her position as an RA. Taking on that 
roll was student Michael Conte. "I got an E-mail saying a position was available. They 
interviewed me and a coupie other people and I got the position," he commented.
Emily Holden
Kerry leads crime conversation
Senator John Kerry, Lieutenant Governor Tim Murray, Attorney General Martha 
Coakley and a number of Judges, educators, law enforcement officials, local and state 
prosecutors and a number of other crime experts and public figures came together 
on Friday at the Suffolk University Law Schooi to have a "Conversation on Crime."
The hour and a half-long seminar was organized to discuss "priorities on how to 
keep people out of the criminal Justice system," said Senator Kerry during a press- 
conference following the seminar. Also, during the press conference, Kerry suggested 
that a possible anti-crime counsel made up of some of the people who attended the 
seminar would become a state-wide institution.
Alex Pearlman
School’s out
The students of New England are more than accustomed to the brutal winters that 
go along with the territory. While building snowmen, sledding, and heaving snowballs 
at oncoming cars while hiding behind a snow bank are exceedingiy entertaining, the 
snowfall also awards students with the cancellation of classes.
Suffolk University has its own chain of command for determining whether or not 
classes will be held during snowstorms. Provost Patricia Maguire Meservey has the 
final say, but takes in to consideration the opinions of various Suffolk staff members.
Vice President and Treasurer Francis Flannery is one faculty member involved in the 
decision making process. "We basically get up at four in the morning, turn on the news 
or radio and see what's happening," explains Flannery. "We wait to see what the city of 
Boston will do, find out the forecast and see the weather both north and south of the 
city as weli."
Information about weather surrounding the city is central in the decision, as a large 
portion of Suffolk students are considered commuters. The narrow streets of neigh­
borhoods like Beacon Hill and the North End affect a student's walk to class, and large 
amounts of snowfall can affect a driver's commute or the functioning of the MBTA.
"We try to come to a consensus to delay classes, cancel classes, or Just go on as 
planned," adds Flannery. "We then call people-the news and the radio-and make sure 
it gets up on the [Suffolk] website." According to the student handbook, announce­
ments regarding the cancellation of classes are posted on the university's web site and 
are made available through most radio and television stations between 6:30 and 
8:30am. One can also call the University main number (617-573-8000) to listen to a 






If a semester or two abroad in Vietnam or 
Japan piques your interest, then you're in 
luck. Suffolk's Study Abroad Office has 
recently added these locations to bring its 
total number of programs to 50.
According to Youmna H. Hinnawi, the 
director of Study Abroad Programs, stu­
dents may now travel to Hoa Sen University 
in Vietnam.
This opportunity is unique because 
Vietnam does not typically estabhsh ties 
with American schools, the director 
explained. She also wants students to know 
that, in addition to Sophia University, they 
may now study at Kansai University in 
Japan, which specializes in the arts.
The new programs came about largely 
because of Suffolk's global presence, which 
attracts universities around the world, said 
Hinnawi. She also credits the many interna­
tional students here who have made their 
American counterparts interested in study­
ing abroad.
Students have aheady expressed their 
interest in going to the two universities from 
Japan, said the director. Of other destina­
tions, she revealed that Madrid, Prague, 
Italy, Austraha, and New Zealand are the 
most popular. Some of the less popular ones 
are Argentina, Costa Rica, France, Austria, 
and Greece, said Hiimawi.
Travel warnings affect where students 
are allowed to study, explained Hiimawi, 
who stresses the need for programs in safe 
areas of the world. In the future, she would 
like to see Egypt or Morocco added to the
growing list of locations.
On average, three hundred undergradu­
ate and graduate .students from Suffolk opt 
to study abroad each year, according to the 
director. While she would like to see this 
number increase, she said that she has wit­
nessed the program grow tremendously in 
the past seven years, from about fifty stu­
dents and four destinations.
Hiimawi "highly recommends" that stu­
dents study abroad at some point because of 
the great deal of benefits. For example, she 
beheves students develop more respect for 
different people, and even for their own 
country. She also adds that the world can 
"see our wonderful young American peo­
ple" through the program.
The students who return from their expe­
rience abroad are "really fulfilled and 
happy," says the director. With regard to 
their general response, "most of the time, it's 
very good." Hinnawi credits this to the fact 
that her colleagues and herself have strong 
contact with the administrators overseas.
To begin the study abroad process, 
Hinnawi recommends that students first 
visit www.suffolk.edu/studyabroad for 
detailed information about the program. 
Next, students should call the Study Abroad 
Office at 617-573-8072 because a face-to- 
face meeting is necessary, according to the 
director.
For those who are unsure about where 
they would like to study, Hinnawi suggests 
that they review the Study Abroad brochure 
and visit the website of each individual uni­
versity.. She points out that students should 
compare the programs that each location 
offers to their plan of study.
SGA doles out thousands 
in funds to various clubs
Colleen Koperek
Journal Staff
The Student Government Association on 
March 1 saw thousands of dollars on the 
table to spend on various clubs and activi­
ties. The first and most debated topic was 
the Centennial Concert, which could possi­
bly be pushed back to next year due to lack 
of funds.
The current budget for the concert is set 
at $40,000, which according to Program 
Council Treasurer Mike Conte is not enough 
to book even mid-level acts. Pending further 
decision, the concert budget could be re­
allocated for next year. The Program 
Council has until Friday, March 9 to find an 
act to fit the biU.
SOULS asked for and received $7,200 
for their Alternative Spring Break, which 
will involve more students than previous 
years and will take place in Mississippi and 
Louisiana.
The PSA, a student group with no budg­
et, asked for and received $700 for a 
Sudanese speaker to come to campus'as part 
of the group Nessie, which is based in 
Vermont and aims to link Americans and 
Sudanese peoples. The event would consist 
of a speech, video and Q&A. Theresa 
Grady, the graduate fellow working with the 
PSA pointed out that "it's important to have 
first-hand resources available." The group
requested that the SGA pay for half of the 
total $1,5(X) cost, and received $700.
The African Student Association, repre­
sented by their President and Treasurer 
Bakoueoay Oya, asked for and received 
$600 to fund the remaining cost for African 
Night, a banquet celebration.
The biggest spenders by far. was SGA 
themselves, who received $5,300 for the 
Leadership Awards banquet. The budget for 
the celebration, which is a plated affair, had 
been previously discussed at the finance 
committee meeting, and SGA President 
Max Koskoff reported that he had already 
cut costs by $4,900. Food and catering 
account for the biggest costs, at $15,150, 
and it was not stated at the meeting where 
the funding for this had come from. The 
motion passed, and the SGA was granted 
$5,300.
The final requests of the day came from 
the Viemamese Student Association, which 
asked for funding for their annual 
Fahrenheit event. At the previous SGA 
meeting, the club had requested $3,200, 
which was denied, and after finding co­
sponsors to cover half of the costs, came 
back to ask for the remaining $1,600, which 
they received.
The meeting closed with $9,999.49 
remaining in the budget. Also, the Suffolk 
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Barber shop tradition 
aiive and weii on Hiii
John S. Forrester
Journal Staff
Everyone knows Beacon Hill is steeped 
in history, but stumbling onto John 
Pacheco's Hairstyling Shop at 21 Myrtle St., 
is like discovering a portal into the past. 
Through the windows plastered with ripped 
out GQ and FHM-style headshots and a 
recent movie poster, the warm 1890's decor 
of carved polished wood, stained glass, oil 
portraits of colonial leaders, and various 
antiques lining the walls seems to draw 
passer-bys' attention from Beacon HUl's 
more modem scenery.
Pacheco, 60, who grew up in Somerville 
and attended St. Mary's High School has 
been cutting the hair of Beacon Hill's doc­
tors, lawyers, teachers, students, and other 
residents since 1978. After graduating from 
the New England Barber School in 1963, 
Pacheco worked for various salons around 
Boston before deciding to open his own 
business in his present location.
In the 30 years after opening his doors, 
Pacheco has not only developed three 
unique styles of haircutting, traveling to var­
ious conferences to teach his craft annually, 
but he has also become a popular figure in 
the neighborhood.
Sitting in the chair for his second haircut 
with the barber, John Rindlaub, a Marketing 
Executive who recently moved to Beacon 
Hill, said he found the shop while wander­
ing on the Hill one day.
"There's an element of surprise in finding
the place," Rindlaub said, "I looked in and I 
thought I was deaUng with an antique store 
gone barber shop."
Pacheco said when he took over the 
property from the previous tenant, also a 
barber shop, the interior consisted of blond 
panehng on the walls, plastic cases, and 
white tile on the floor. That is a far cry from 
how the shop looks today.
"It took me 25 years to complete this," 
said Pacheco, gesturing towards the elabo­
rately carved wood cases and celing adorned 
with paintings of clouds and angels. 
Virtually all of the interior work in the bar­
ber shop - the counters, racks, cases, and 
floors - were hand-crafted and installed by 
Pacheco personally.
Crafting things with his hands is some­
thing that rans in Pacheco's blood, he says, 
explaing, his father and two brothers make 
furniture for a living. "I had a cousin who 
was a barber. I just wanted to do something 
with my hands, like carpentry," he said, "I 
make things too, when I don't cut hair I cut 
wood."
Since moving into his store, Pacheco cre­
ated three styles of haircutting of his own. 
The first, a Bone Stracture cut, is "all 
physics, everybody gets a different haircut 
according to the shape of their skull and 
their face," he said, while a Parametric cut 
makes the hair seem longer by cutting it at 
an angle.
In the other type, a Never-Need-A-Comb 
cut, "you take off enough hair so its not 
bending down or sticking up. It floats
mmm
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Kristin Morrell- - Journal Staff
John Pacheco has been a Beacon Hill Institution for over 30 years.
instead" so that combing is not necessary 
becau.se the hair 'floats' naturally into posi­
tion.
Pacheco, who estimates that over 30 per­
cent of his customers over the years have 
been Suffolk students, said that although 
those are the styles he created, he is wilUng
to do others. There are, however, certain 
lines he will not cross.
"[A Suffolk Student] once wanted a 
Mohican haircut [a Mohawk]; I would do 
anybody's hair if it looked good," Pacheco 
said, "I said, 'No, I won't do it. 'It's my repu­


















RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA 
program continues to prepare business professionals for 
the realities of management in global, technology-driven 
work environments in specializations such as:
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING,
CIS, FINANCE, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, 
MARKETING
• MBA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Extensive internship programs, real-world experience and dynamic faculty 
have made the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program 
among the most respected in the country. Now our MAT program is more 
affordable than ever, thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for 
participation in our internships, can waive tuition for most of the program.
BQ YOUR NEXT MOVE
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 
distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB 
nationally accredited business program, the master of arts 
in teaching (MAT) program or one of the Northeast's most 
highly regarded journalism and interactive communications 
programs, all have been designed to thoroughly prepare 
you for a professional career. For more information, call 
1-800-462-1944 or visit www.quinnipiac.edu.
Quinnipiac University
Hamden, Connecticut
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United States, E.U. face globalization together
Chantarella De Blois
Journal Contributor
On March 5, Associate Dean Sebastian 
Royo and Professor Dominguez of the 
Government Department hosted a confer­
ence at Suffolk Law School on the present 
and future state of the economic and diplo­
matic relationship between the United States 
and Europe. Focusing on the possibihties for 
the transatlantic alUance, one of the main 
themes discussed was the future of the U.S. 
and E.U. relationship and its social and eco­
nomic imphcations in a situation in which 
the world faces challenges that threaten sta­
bility and safety.
With the end of the Cold War and the 
beginning of a new era in international rela­
tions, both sides of the Atlantic face a chal­
lenge to adapt to a world filled with prob­
lems far different from those that challenged 
the nations back then.
Issues such as terrorism, oil dependency, 
emergent economies such as China and 
India, global warming, and extreme poverty, 
among others, are the most pressing in the 
world today.
To discus these issues, organizers gath­
ered a panel of scholars including President 
Sargent, scholars from other universities, 
diplomats from various E.U. countries, as 
well as European academics to exchange 
ideas on politics, economics, security and
the future of the U.S.-European relationship.
Most of the paneUsts agreed that the 
majority in both regions have the common 
perception that there is something wrong 
with the way the Bush administration has 
handled the Iraq war and its aftermath. The 
lack of strong proactive leadership, lack of 
vision, and poUtical will to achieve consen­
sus is a problem for Europe as it is for the 
United States.
Other areas where both regions diverge 
significantly are mainly environmental and 
trade pohcy issues. Still, the economic inter­
dependency is intact with a healthy com­
mercial relationship and increases in bilater­
al investment.
Thomas Risse from Harvard University 
said economic interdependency is not a 
"super glue" that can tighten the relations 
together under crisis. There are false expec­
tations for this, since it caimot overcome 
political integration and cooperation, he 
said. He added that though Europeans and 
Americans share the same core pohtical val­
ues, the current foreign pohcy of the Bush 
administration is causing tensions not only 
across borders but has managed to divide 
Europe as well. This might be shifting: 
According to Paul C. Manuel of Saint 
Anslem CoUege, there will be a "reconver­
gence" of the pohtical thought and pohcy of 
both partners.
Manuel said the Bush administration is
Relax. Calm down. Just Breathe.
The Journal is taking the week off. Look 
for us on March 21 when we return from 
Spring Break with new dependencies and 
amnesia.
Email suffolkjoumal@gmail.com in the
meantime with complaints, Letters to the 
Editor or warm wishes.
New challenges for dorms
NEW PLANS from page 1_________
university's Board of Tmstees, Nicholas 
Maraconis was quoted in the Suffolk 
Alumni Magazine saying he sees Suffolk in 
the future as "a premier university, an urban 
residential coUege, located in the very best 
place in the world to get an education."
As the university attempts a transition 
from commuter school to a respected resi­
dential university, one of the challenges is 
simply where to house Suffolk's growing 
number of students.
"We need residence halls. If they are in 
walking distance from our current campus, 
then they are appropriate," said Max 
Koskoff, President of the Student 
Government Association, "Beacon Hill is 
not the best option simply because they will 
not let us build a 30-story dormitory there."
In addition, Koskoff said, Suffolk will 
have a need to increase the number of aca­
demic buildings and offices as the institu­
tion expands. As the proposal was submitted 
last month, many involved parties seem
changing to a less hawkish, less unilaterahst 
approach after the Iraq "catastrophe." There 
would be room for more improvement of the 
transatlantic relations if a democratic admin­
istration takes over following the 2008 elec­
tions. America is shifting, Manuel affirms, 
"It has gone from a period of exuberant 
imperialism to a view witch is more realistic 
and more self restrained following past mis­
takes."
The panel also highlighted the significant 
difference in the way both Europe and the 
Unites States approach security issues. One 
such difference, according to Peter Walkins 
from Harvard University, is that Europeans 
are less likely to resort to the use of force 
than their American counterparts.
They rely more on economic sanctions, 
diplomacy and the strengthening of the 
supranational institutions as a way of deal­
ing with global issues. One example of this 
is the handling of the Iranian Nuclear threat. 
Risse added that though there are still lin­
gering disagreements on both sides regard­
ing the use of force and the issue of preven­
tive action and law, the core pohtical values 
on both sides remain the same.
While Europe debates its model of socie­
ty in the face of globahzation paired an 
aging population and high unemployment 
rates, the United States has its own internal 
debate. It faces the problem of enormous 
twin deficits, the subsequent debt with
China and large dependency of oil imports. 
Much was said about trade and the impacts 
of globalization for both Europe and the 
United States with the emergence of China 
and India and its imphcations for both 
regions regarding prices and labor supply, 
but the general conclusion imphed that the 
best solution is to get rid of inefficient areas 
of the economy such as agriculture and shift 
to areas of competitive advantage to com­
pete more effective with these emergent 
economies.
Carlos Westendorp, Spanish Ambassador 
to the United States concluded, "We share 
common values such as the defense of free­
dom, human rights and rule of law. Pohtical 
interests are more or less similar with differ­
ences sometimes, mainly on tactics and 
means but not in ends."
The U.S. and the E.U face serious threats 
to security and stabihty, he said, and "there 
is no time for looking inwards, we must pick 
up the institutional framework and strength­
en it" Altogether, there was a consensus 
that foresees the fumre with an optimistic 
attitude. The U.S. and E.U. can and must 
work together to be able to remain competi­
tive and contribute to peace and stabihty in 
the world. Several speakers quoted the 
words of Benjamin Frankhn and they could 
not be more appropriate: "We must, indeed, 
ah hang together or, most assuredly, we shah 
all hang separately."
7-11 pulls an all-nighter
Ian Griffner
unsure of their positions on the issue of 
Suffolk's expansion.
The task force met earher this month to 
begin discussing the issue, but thus far no 
sohd decisions have been made.
When asked what results the Beacon 
, Hih Civic Association would like to see 
from the task force, chairwoman Jeannette 
Herrmann said, "It's much too early. There's 
a lot of sharing of visions...It would be 
grossly immature to start thinking of solu­
tions now."
"The civic association is looking forward 
to working with Suffolk as the development 
of the IMP [Insitutional Master Plan] 
evolves," Herrmann said.
John W. Delano, a member of the 
Beacon Hill Business Association who sits 
on the task force, said of the master plan, 
"We've been keeping an open mind through 
the process."
John St. Forrester, Todd Olsson, Tara 
LaChappelle and Ben Paulin also con­
tributed to this report.
Journal Staff
The 7-11 on Charles Street is attempting 
to obtain a 24-hour license. The store, which 
is now open from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m., is likely 
to face resistance from the residents of 
Beacon HiU as well as the Beacon Hill 
Civics Association.
Tracy Hollander, the owner of the 
Charles Street 7-11, beheves that having a 
24-hour hcense will offer a convenient loca­
tion to those in the area that must work late, 
such as hospital workers. Hollander also 
sees a 24-hour store as a safe haven for any­
one walking alone in the early morning.
"There's a safety factor," said Hollander, 
who beheves that a person walking past may 
be able to stop inside the store if they feel 
threatened or nervous.
Thomas Clemens, Vice President of 
Zoning and Licensing for the Beacon Hill 
Civic Association agrees and also sees posi­
tive aspects of the 24-hour hcense. "A store 
with lights on improves safety," said 
Clemens.
Hohander beheves trash wih be a large 
point of contention for the Beacon Hih 
Civics Association. He cited a new trash can 
in front of the store that has been placed by 
a private company and sponsored by the 
store, meaning that employees wih empty 
the trash on the street before it begins to 
overflow. Hohander also beheves that resi­
dents may be displeased with the idea of 
overnight dehveries, and trucks disrapting 
the quiet street early in the morning. He 
assures the Beacon Hih community that 
there wih be no overnight dehveries.
Clemens, who is currently hearing a shn- 
har apphcation that would give the CVS in 
Charles River Plaza a 24-hour hcense while 
removing the 24-hour hcense from the CVS 
on Cambridge Street, also cited trash as a 
large factor in the opposition of the 24-hour 
hcense. Clemens commented that 7-11 seUs 
take out that produces a large amount of 
trash. Beacon Hill residents are worried
about the amount of trash that wih end up on 
Charles Street and other parts of Beacon Hih 
if the hcense passes. The trash can outside 
the 7-11 is also a point of contention as some 
Beacon Hih residents do not beheve it is 
being emptied often enough and it regularly 
overflows.
Hohander, who owns four other stores in 
Boston, including the 7-11 located near the 
dorms on Tremont Street, does not feel that 
students wih be a large customer base for a 
store open 24 hours. "Ifh probably be hospi­
tal workers and permanent residents more 
than students," said Hollander. The 7-11 
owner beheves that student activity may be, 
another reason of contention from the resi­
dents of Beacon Hill. He inferred that there 
may be some concerns about students stay­
ing up late and coming to the store in the 
early morning. Hohander does not think this 
is a viable reason against the 24-hour hcense 
adding, "Students are going to stay up late 
whether I'm open or not."
The hearing on the store's 24-hour 
hcense will be held in front of the Zoning 
and Licensing Committee on Wednesday, 
April 4. According to Hohander the apphca­
tion is usuaUy denied, leading to a hearing in 
front of the appeals board the next day. After 
both hearings the apphcant wih usuaUy 
receive their answer that day.
The Beacon Hih Association Zoning and 
Licensing Committee, who opposed and 
defeated the construction of the university’s 
new dorms in Beacon Hih, has not made a 
decision to oppose or support this apphca­
tion at this time.
"It's entirely up in the air," said Clemens. 
"Normahy we would not encourage it as 
Charles Street is so closely integral to the 
community." Clemens also commented that 
there was no need for a store to be open 24 
hours on Charles Street and 2 a.m. was a 
good closing hour.
At the hearing on April 4, Clemens plans 
on looking closely at the individual situation 
and taking his cue from the community. 
"Personahy, I'm up in the air, and wilting to 
hsten to people," said Clemens.
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IRISH BEER
1 I S T
Browsing the isles of local liquor stores, it's 
clear that there are not a lot of Irish imports 
available in the States. Guinness, Harp, 
Smithwick's and Murphy's can be found 
everywhere, for the most part. Feeling limit­
ed in your choices? Thankfully, the 1,414 
breweries in the United States offer numer­
ous alternatives to help celebrate St.
Patrick's Day. Here's a sampling of what is 




Named after one of Wachusett's founders, 
Peter Quinn, this is the brewery's spring 
release in honor of his Irish roots.
Paper City Brewery
Holyoke, Mass.
"Ireland Parish Golden Ale"
A blond ale with hops added at the end of 
fermentation for an extra bite. Central 
Massachusetts-based Paper City also pro­





Taking its namesake from an annual horse 
fair in Dublin, this seasonal draft-only 
release uses British and Slovenian hops to 




"Hibernian Irish Style Red"
Beantown-based Harpoon has offered this 
Irish red since 2001. The seasonal release 
takes its name from the Ancient Roman 
nickname for Ireland, "Hibernia"-or winter-as 
they were slow to adapt to the country's cli­
mate.
1
rongs of green-clad people. Pints of black or 
green-dyed brew. Plates of steaming corned beef and cab­
bage. These images have become synonymous with St. 
Patrick's Day around the world. It started as an annual 
feast in honor of Ireland's patron saint, St. Patrick. 
Legend has it that the Christian missionary drove all of 
the snakes from Ireland, and taught the native Irish about 
the Holy Trinity.
While not an official holiday in the United States, 
almost every major city has events. Chicago, for exam­
ple, dyes the Chicago River green each year, and New 
York City has a large annual parade.
In downtown Boston, where the city has celebrated St. 
Patrick's Day since the mid-1700's, The Suffolk Journals 
John Forrester gathered together a small group for an 
evening of Irish cuisine and beer. Beginning with pints of 
Guinness as Shepherd's Pie was being prepared, the five 
guests sampled various Stout-based concoctions.
Guinness, by far Ireland's most commercially success­
ful beer, is often mixed with other types of beer and
liqueurs. Both in the U.S. and in Ireland, the most com­
mon example is the "black and tan," or "half and half- 
one part stout and one part lager or ale, such as Harp and 
Bass. Another popular mix was the "black fog"-a few 
splashes of Chambord, a Black Current flavored liqueur, 
and Guinness.
Overall, the crowd-pleaser seemed to be the Black and 
Gold-half Stout and half alcoholic cider, such as Magner's 
or Strongbow. There are, of course, countless other con­
coctions that will allow you to go beyond the standard 
pint of green-dyed Budweiser or traditional Guinness this 
St. Patrick's Day.
"Craic" is an Irish term for a light-hearted evening 
filled with good food, drinks, music and laughter. While 
there are many ways to celebrate the holiday-breweries, 
bars and restaurants are all known to have events-try 
inviting some fnends over for an intimate night of Irish 
food and drinks this St. Patrick's day. Instead of the 
stereotypical corned beef, hash and green beer, here's a 
unique dish from the land of Erin that is sure to help bring 
a bit of craic to your St. Patrick's Day party.
Recipe Card




2 to 2 1/2 pounds pota­
toes, such as russet, 
peeled and cubed
3 tablespoons sour 
cream
1 cup milk
Salt and black pepper 
extra-virgin olive oil
1 11.5 fl. Oz. bottle of 
Guinness Draught Stout








1/2 cup chicken broth 
2 heavy dashes of 
Worcestershire sauce 
1 cup frozen peas 
1 teaspoon paprika or 
cayenne pepper 
Hot sauce (optional)
Prep Work: Chop carrots, onions and garlic. Peel potatoes and cut into 
1 to % inch cubes.
Begin by boiling the potatoes with generous dashes of salt while you 
warm a skillet on another burner to cook the beef. While the potatoes 
cook, add a small amount of olive oil to the pan and the chopped gar­
lic. When the garlic begins to smell fragrant, add the ground beef and 
cook for a few minutes. As the meat begins to turn brown, add salt, 
pepper and a third of the Guinness bottle. If so desired, add a dash or 
two of hot sauce as well. Once the beef is browned throughout, add 
carrots and onions, and stir often.
Keep an eye on the potatoes; when they're tender, drain the water.
Add milk and sour cream, and mash until mostly smooth. Once they're 
at the desired consistency, cover and set aside.
To make the gravy, use another burner on medium heat and melt but­
ter in a small skillet. Once the butter is liquified, add flour, chicken 
broth, salt and pepper, and the remaining 2/3 of the Guinness. As 
you're making the gravy, preheat the broiler on a high setting. Stir 
constantly so that the gravy does not melt, and no lumps of flour 
remain. Let it thicken as it cooks for a minute or two, and then add to 
the meat and vegetables. Lastly, add peas to the meat.
Take out a rectangular baking pan with 3 to 4 inch sides, and fill with 
meat and vegetables. Cover bottom of pan evenly and then spread 
potatoes over the meat, forming a top layer. Sprinkle fine layer of 
paprika or cayenne over the top.
Place the pan away from the heat source in the broiler and cook until 
top layer of potatoes are browned.
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Opinion
staff Editorial
The applications are in and thus begins the interview and selection 
process for student media groups. Working with a selection board of 
five voting members the process aims to select the best possible 
Editor/General Manager for each organization, though in its current 
form the board is inherently flawed. Having the outgoing 
Editor/General Manager makes sense as does the student organiza­
tion advisor, as these two individuals work closest with the likely 
candidates and understand the organization itself. We have no qualms 
with the Director of Student Activities' position on the board as they 
too are directly involved with student media groups.
Yet from there we have to ask why two outgoing seniors (the cur­
rent SGA President and the Senior Class President) are included on 
the selection board. Consider that as outgoing seniors neither of these 
people will be around to see the effects of their selection(though the 
outgoing editor/general manager might be a senior they at least have 
the insight gained fi-om ranning the organization). And as a "repre­
sentative of the student body" neither are terribly representative of 
the feelings of the student body when we compare the "student body" 
which votes on such positions (a mere 243 students in SGA’s most 
recent election) to the actual enrollment of 4,617 students.
The ultimate goal of student media groups should be to con­
tinually increase the quality of their content to better entertain and 
inform the student body, a goal which clashes directly with putting 
the process up to a board whose members have little experience with 
media.
This system needs a major overhaul if content is to improve. 
And a board comprised of professors firom the relevant fields-i.e. 
replacing the SGA president and Senior Class President with the 
Chairperson of the Enghsh department and the director of the poetry 
center on Venture's selection board or a WSUB board including the 
head of the media lab along with the Communication and Joumahsm 
department's chair could veiy well fulfill this need.
That isn't to say the current holders of media leadership positions 
are unqualified, as there's a good chance the same applicants would 
have been voted into their positions with such a system in place. Yet 
if such a system were in place applicants would undoubtedly face 
tougher questions firom someone with experience in the field they 
aim to make a hving in, rather than a "fellow" student they might be 
meeting for the first and last time in their Suffolk career.
To be sure the current system beats a closed process in 
which students cannot apply for leadership positions as it opens the 
door to motivated candidates. In many respects the current media 
selection process is far better than the self-aggrandizing nepotism of 
other organizations or the dash to start facebook campaign groups 
which characterizes the closed popularity contest that is an SGA elec­
tion (unless you consider 243 people a vast majority, in which case 
you aren't very bright). And for that Student Activities can give itself 
a pat on the back. But without a change in selection policy that can 
ask tough questions of applicants we could find ourselves with a stag­
nant student media.
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International community repsonds to 
Israeli terror with stunning silence
In today's war of words over the Palestine-Israel 
conflict, the Hamas-led Palestinian government is 
almost unanimously blamed for the current crisis. 
Since they were unexpectedly swept to power in elec-
Jake Hess
tions last year, the Islamist organization has faced 
three demands fi-om the 'international community': 
renounce terrorism, recognize Israel, and respect all 
previous agreements signed between the Palestinian 
Authority' and Tel Aviv.
Hamas' refusal to clearly meet these requirements 
is often said to be the source of the present impasse. 
The implicit (occasionally explicit) assumption is that 
if a 'moderate' party were ascendant in Ramallah, 
Israel would negotiate peace. This analysis is not 
only hypocritical, as none of the three demands are 
placed on Israel; it's breathtakingly ahistorical, since 
this conflict began long before February 2006.
In the four decades leading up to last year, 
Palestinian politics were dominated by the secular, 
nationalist Palestine Liberation Organization. From 
1976 onward, the PLO pushed for a negotiated two- 
state solution based on the International Consensus 
for resolving the conflict. Israel thwarted their efforts 
and chose expansionism instead.
As early as 2004 - when the Israeh and Western- 
adored 'moderate' Mahmoud Abbas was firmly in 
charge of the PA - Israel had aimounced that it would 
not negotiate a settlement. Instead, former Prime 
Minister Ariel Sharon promulgated his "disengage­
ment" policy, with unilateralism as its hallmark. 
Sharon's chief advisor explained in the Israeli news­
paper Ha'aretz that "the significance" of the Sharon 
plan is "the freezing of the political process...and 
when you freeze that process you prevent the estab­
lishment of a Palestinian state and you prevent a dis­
cussion about" the most contentious political issues.
Ehud Olmert, the current Israeh leader, picked up 
where his predecessor left off. Olmert has not only 
refused to recognize the right of Palestinians to mean­
ingful independence. By constmcting an illegal WaU 
inside and expanding illegal Israeh colonies within 
the Palestinian West Bank, his government is physi- 
cahy precluding the possibihty of Palestinian state­
hood.
A European Union buhetin cautions that the Wah 
"could prejudge future negotiations and make the 
two-State solution physically impossible to imple­
ment," while a classified assessment of the situation 
by the British government warns that the expansion of
colonies around Jerasalem "threatens to..-, [divide] 
the West Bank into two separate geographical areas." 
The Israeh human rights group B'Tselem has already 
concluded that "the sharp changes Israel made to the 
map of the West Bank," primarily through coloniza­
tion, "makes a viable Palestinian state impossible."
As the 'international community' demands that 
Hamas renounce terrorism. Physicians for Human 
Rights (Israel) reports that Tel Aviv continues to 
enforce its "pohcy of terrorizing the civihan popula­
tion" of Gaza, which includes "the dehberate and con­
scious killing of civihans".
An example might include the Abu Salmiya fami­
ly, ah nine of whom "were kihed when the Israeh Air 
Force targeted their home in a densely populated res­
idential district north of Gaza City," as Amnesty 
International documented last July (the aheged reason 
for this atrocity was the presence of a Hamas mihtant 
in the Abu Salmiya's home, which hasn't been 
proven).
Research by B'Tselem shows that Israel khled 660 
Palestinians in 2006, while Palestinians kihed 23 
Israehs in the same period. Since 2000, Israel has 
murdered eight times as many Palestinian chhdren 
(811 in total) as Palestinians have Israeh children (119 
in total). Thus, as Dr. Norman Finkelstein has noted, 
there are two major differences between Israeh and 
Hamas terrorism: Israel's is far more severe, and there 
is no international demand that it cease.
Meanwhhe, a year and a half after Israel's so- 
caUed 'disengagement', Gaza remains "under the 
effective control of Israel" as a "sealed-off, impris­
oned and occupied territory," to quote John Dugard, 
the UN's Special Rapporteur on human rights in 
Occupied Palestine.
Israel's "controUed strangulation" of Palestinian 
economic activity has "produced a humanitarian cri­
sis" to the point where "about seventy percent of 
Gaza's workforce is out of work or without pay and 
over eighty percent of the population hves below the 
official poverty hne," the South African legal scholar 
concludes.
Yet, despite these and many other crimes, Israel is 
totaUy exempt from the pohtical demands placed 
upon Hamas. Nor is there any genuine international 
pressure - let alone a cripphng boycott, hke that 
against the PA - on Israel to desist from its illegal mil­
itary occupation. Instead, Israel remains the leading 
annual recipient of United States foreign aid, as it has 
been for decades.
Once again, the real victims of this conflict - the 
Palestinian people - are being viciously punished for 
standing up for their freedom and dignity. How long 
will we in the West remain silent?
Enjof breal! We’re just gonna lay
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March 19 through March 29
Suffolk University's Annual Celebration of Diversity and Community
UfiJ^ We^Jo Hl^kUjhts
Unity Week Opening Speaker
Tuesday, March 20
1-2:30 p.m., C. Walsh Theatre
Come listen as spoken word artist Jamele Adams /Harlym 125 entertains and inspires.
Unity Week Fair 
Thursday, March 22
1-2:30 p.m.y Student Activities Center, 4th floor Donahue
Suffolk University’s cultural/ethnic student organizations share the tastes, sights and sounds 
of their own cultures.
Unity Week Showcase and Reception 
Thursday, March 29 
7:00 p.m., C. Walsh Theatre
Unity Week’s big finale with song, music, fashion, dance and theatrical performances.
OdjoUff EumTs
Faces of Suffolk Photo Exhibit
Monday, March 19 through Thursday, March 29
Donahue Student Activities Center Photo Gallery and Sawyer Lounge and Cafe
Come experience Suffolk’s diversity through a series of photographs capturing members 
of the Suffolk community during our Centennial Celebration. The exhibit willfeature 
individual and group shots of students, staff andfaculty.
For the full listing of Unity Week events, visit
wunv..
Arts f,DMtertainiDent
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‘Centennial’ was 





The world premier of "Centennial: About a Hundred 
Years," written and produced by Wes Savick, was not a his­
tory, but an interpretation of Suffolk's past through dancing, 
singing, magic and juggling.
The show opened with a dark stage, drowning voices 
blearing through the theater and hghts that were used to give 
the illusion that there were ghosts in the C. Walsh Theater. 
The hghting effects were an interesting way to portray the 
spirits that live in the theater.
Savick worked in scenes from the renowned play "Our 
Town" by Thorton Wilder that was intertwined within the 
actual play that was being performed on stage. These scenes 
made a repetitive comeback throughout the play and added 
great scenes throughout the production.
Some of the scenes, such as the old magicians, seemed to 
be out of place, but to the rest of the play was a comic relief. 
There was no explanation about where they came from or 
why they were part of the production.
In addition, the juggler's scene seemed out of place, but 
also gave the production a splash of comedic relief. A 
Spanish band appeared complete with bongos and a flamen­
co dancer was a perfect background to a juggling act. One
more piece of the band would come out after each act as 
weU as a Spanish dancer to complete the scene. Each ball 
that was added to the act represented a college student’s 
responsibility for example, one ball was for five classes, one 
for two full time jobs and one for a science lab. Though it 
was a comical part of the play, there was not much of a rea­
son behind the juggUng.
One of the highhghts of the production was when 
Elizabeth Archer had the spotUght as she sang, "As Time 
Goes By." With her amazing voice it was definitely one of 
the best acts in the show. She sang her little heart out and 
was fully applauded by the entire crowd.
Savick took a futuristic view of Suffolk by looking into 
what Suffolk would be like in the next hundred years. The 
students were dressed in innovative costumes with gog­
gles, silver and black clothes and big hair. They were also 
facing different parts of the theatre as if they were tele­
ported in from different parts of the world. It was a part of 
the play that nobody would actually think about how 
Suffolk would be in one hundred years.
"Centennial: About a Hundred Years" was a great way 
to celebrate the history of the past Suffolk years on the 
Suffolk stage. Savick created this gift for Suffolk to cele­
brate the birthday of the one-hundred-year old school and 
it complemented it in such a unique way.
A fitting end to a play about the heritage of a University
was when Gleason Archer, played by junior Gustave Cadet, 
and Elizabeth Archer, played by junior Christina Watka, 
came out on stage in time-appropriate clothing as the day 
began for the first day of classes at Suffolk University. Cadet 
portrayed the dreadfully nervous Archer exceptionally well 
including him freaking out to the point of falling on his face 
as the students knocked on the door. Watka played his wife 
by giving him the courage to teach class even though he was 
a nervous wreck. In the end Archer started his first class lec­
ture at Suffolk University as the hghts dimmed and the eager 
young students started their academic careers.
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Kristin Morrell - Journal staff
The Juggling scene gave an accurate account of a student’s many responsibilities and scored many laughs.
Kristin Morreli - Journal Staff
An Irish woman, played by Meredith Mitchell, gave an 
account of finding a penny behind the C. Walsh Theater.
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Here’s what’s popular 
on Suffolk Free Radio 
this week.













A Strange Education, 
TVT.
6. Backyard Tire Fire, 
Vagabonds Hooligans, 
OIE.
7. MouthfuU of Bees,
The End,
Afternoon.









Madina Lake revises term 'pop-punk’
Top Movies 
of the Week




3. Ghost Rider 
$11.6 Million
4. Bridge to 
Terabithia
$8.9 Million 






With MTV overexposing most of pop cul­
ture, the television network occasionally broad­
ens the eyes and ears of their rehgiously loyal 
fan base to new up and coming musicians who 
are worth paying close attention to. Their hour 
long show "Discover & Download" has 
exposed the world to successful bands such as 
My Chemical Romance, Gym Class Heroes, 
Panic! At The Disco and most recently, may 
have found the new poster boys for mainstream 
Punk Rock in 2007.
Madina Lake was formed in 2005 by ex­
members of Chicago nu metal/hard rock group 
Blank Theory and twin brothers, vocalist 
Nathan and bassist Matthew Leone. Rounding 
the line up is guitarist Mateo Camargo and 
drummer Daniel Torelh. The band sets its 
music in a fictional town created in the mind of 
bass player, Matthew Leone. The town of 
Madina Lake is an isolated community strug­
gling with scandal and controversy, which 
"compels a soundtrack," according to Leone.
Serving as the inspiration for the bands self- 
released EP, The Disappearance of Adalia 
(Roadrunner Records, 2006), the music pro­
vides an outlet for the band's views on culture, 
politics, and the media's obsession with celebri­
ties, a theme dealt with in the form of a murder 
mystery. The band signed with Roadrunner 
Records in Aug. 2005, and released The 
Disappearance of Adalia a year later. The band 
was granted permission by Roadrunner to 
release the six-track disc independently. The 
band's debut album From Them, Through Us, 
To You (Roadrunner Records, 2007), was pro­
duced, engineered and mixed by rock producer 
Mark Trombino, who had worked with such 
bands as Blink 182, Finch and Jimmy Eat 
World.
From Them, Through Us, To You is the 
band's hard rock debut album that is laced with 
electronic and pop undertones. The album 
opens with "Here 1 Stand," a song that includes 
fast-paced guitar riffs, head banging dram hnes 
and a poppy vocal styhng. Even though the 
song is quite catchy, the lyrics are just as gener­
ic as any whiny emo band. "Here 1 stand, all 
alone, tonight/and I wish I was strong enough 
to breathe/without you, in my life/I wish I was
Photo coutesy of Roadrunner Records
Nathan Leone Is not letting a little blood stop him from rocking.
anyone but me." "Adaha," a mood-swinging 
track, has the band switching from manufac- 
'tured hard rock to melodic pop that would 
make Yellowcard seem hardcore. The song 
starts strong but as is often times in this genre 
of music, it loses its edge and momenram and 
shows its soft angelic side.
Nevertheless, do not judge a book by its 
cover or in this case, the band's lyrics and care­
fully positioned hairstyles. These musicians 
play their hearts out and know how to take a 
beating, even if it's self inflicted. While touring 
in London with Gym Class Heroes, front man 
Nathan Leone staged dived from the PA system 
and hit his face, causing him to puncture his 
lip. Instead of crying over a bloody hp, Leone 
carried on with the show and received several 
stitches afterwards. That's true musicianship 
and dedication right there.
The single "House of Cards" is quite a mis­
conception of the album because it has such an 
essence of screamo and radio-friendly thrash 
beats that it leads the hsteners to think this is
what the rest of the album sounds like. The sin­
gle is catchy yet hard enough to stand on its 
own but is probably one of the only songs on 
the album that did not include a pop melody. An 
aggressive guitar and bass line and thunderous 
drams backed up Nathan's well-ranged vocals 
and yet it's not wrapped up in the same sugar- 
coated production as the other tracks.
After listening to From Them, Through Us, 
To You, it is clear that Madina Lake has the 
potential to be the unconventional "pop punk" 
band of the year since its singles are blowing up 
on the air-waves and on your TV screen. 
Overall, it is a truly great record if experienced 
in the appropriate environment. These songs 
should either be enjoyed live while witnessing 
the band risk their lives for the art of the per­
formance or playing in your car stereo during a 
late night drive home while exhausted from a 
night of partying.
Madina Lake is currently on tour with 
Hahfax and From Them, Through Us, To You is 
set for release on Mar. 27, 2007.
'Red and White’ poetic but fails to captivate
Ben Skirvin
Journal Contributor
The 1967 Hungarian war film "The Red and 
the White" is brilhance greater than the cloud 
of obscurity which has settled on the master­
piece. Set in Russia during the White's 
Revolution of 1919, the film follows a group of 
Hungarian soldiers as they are captured and 
finally rescued. Directed by Miklos - Jancso, 
the picture evokes the title of Hannah Arrendt's 
famous discourse “The Banality of Evil.” As 
granite faced men slaughter their enemies 
without emotion, the camera follows their 
movements like a senile old beggar wandering 
the killing fields without enough comprehen­
sion to judge.
Little can be said about the film's plot. 
There is almost no dialogue worth noting. All 
but a few dozen lines are direct orders from one 
soldier to another. Continuity is subtly achieved 
by allowing the camera to dwell individually 
on the same five or ten characters. As a poetic 
tome, the piece flies against the driving action 
structure of most American films.
The poetic nature of "The Red and the 
White" is emphasized by the broad, bleak cine­
matography. Tiny figures sweep across the
black and white tundra, occasionally moving 
close enough to the camera for the audience to 
absorb a few lines and the look on a soldier's 
face. Very rarely does the frame follow the 
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ished. Cuts interrupt scenes already in progress. 
White troops shoot Red troops. Red troops 
shoot White troops, and the camera watches 
long grass blowing in the wind. Moral ques­
tions are left unanswered, and thus forces the 
audience to consider the film more closely.
This is no star vehicle. One must watch the 
film several times to even differentiate the 
"Reds" from the "Whites." None of the eharae- 
ters are named. The individual actors serve 
only as distinct faces mixed in the faceless 
crowd. At the same time, the roaming loose 
camera allows the actors a great deal of free­
dom in moving within the frame. The result is 
a series of memorable performances by actors 
who could not ever be identified again.
Viewed from many angles, this is an excep­
tional film. Not entirely an indictment of war, it 
is due meditation on a subject often treated sim- 
plistically in this country. Hannah Arrendt 
believed the greatest evils are committed by 
those so engaged in a moment that they cannot 
see the harm they sow. "The Red and the 
White" is a film which presents this principle. 
On screen we are allowed to witness evil which 
has become normalcy.
"The Red and the White" is available on 
DVD from Kino Home Entertainment.
‘"ii
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Taylor draws line between metal and hard rock
Kevin Du
Journal Staff
When metalheads hear the name Corey 
Taylor, their first thought would be the lead 
singer of the nine person, mask donning 
metal band Slipknot. However, what some 
fans do not know is that Taylor's original 
band was not Shpknot, but instead Stone 
Sour. Named after an alcohoUc drink that 
consists of one part whiskey, one part 
orange juice, with a splash of sour mix. 
Stone Sour was originally formed in 1992 
by Corey Taylor and drammer Joel Ekman. 
Ekman's long time friend, Shawn 
Economaki, joined shortly after and filled in 
as the bass player. With guitarist James Roo, 
(who later joins Taylor in Shpknot) and gui­
tarist Josh Rand took over the 6-string 
duties, the band recorded their self-titled 
debut album in 2002 through Roadranner 
Records.
With the commercial success of the song 
"Bother," which was featured on the Spider- 
Man soundtrack, the album quickly became 
a success, and gave hsteners a different view 
of Taylor. Root was given a chance to 
explore his musical creativity that was limit­
ed in Slipknot and Taylor was able to har­
ness his signature screams and blend them 
with harmonious vocals. The band toured 
for six months together before going on a 
temporary hiatus as Taylor and Root 
returned to Shpknot for another album and 
tour.
With Shpknot's tour ending and the band 
currently on hiatus, Taylor and Root have 
once again turned their attention towards
Stone Sour. Reuniting with Rand, 
Economaki and new drummer Roy 
Mayorga who replaced Ekman, they made 
their return after four years with their soph­
omore effort Come What(ever) May
them to show many different sides of their 
musical personahty. Besides differing from 
the demonic sounds of Shpknot, Taylor gets 
to do something he doesn't often get the 
chance to do while touring and recording
i
... j
Photo courtesy of Roadrunner Records
Come What(ever) May Is Stone Sour’s sophomore release that has great variety from 
acoustic to moshpit anthems.
(Roadrunner Records). The band's second 
album proves they are much more than a 
Shpknot side project. The band progressed a 
lot since their debut in 2002 and the songs 
on the new album are very diverse and aUow
with Shpknot; vocal range.
For those who beheved that Stone Sour 
and Slipknot were two bands. Come 
What(ever) May will end those debates and 
open the listener's ears to another side of
Taylor. The hard hitting "30/30-150" is an 
interesting start for the album since the 
opening is quite similar sounding to any 
Shpknot song, but once Taylor's voice kicks 
in, the vocal range he provides to the song 
and the clean guitar riffs estabhshed by Root 
and Rand clarify that it's indeed Stone Sour. 
It is the subtle differences that make Come 
What(ever) May a straight up hard rock 
album than a metal one.
The worthy title track is definitely a 
lyrical step up. It is a politically driven 
track, but regardless of its rhetoric, it is 
still a very easy track to hsten to while 
Taylor takes a stance against the current 
regime in office. "Reborn" is also one of 
the album’s standout tracks. If any fan 
feared that Taylor forgot how to scream, 
their worries are blown away when they 
hsten to the track's well timed and per­
fectly executed screams. This is the type 
of song that maintains its intensity 
throughout its entirety.
Even with the album's hard rock roots, 
the calmer, less violent songs are the traly 
masterful ones. Tracks such as the radio­
friendly "Through Glass" and the acoustic 
"Sillyworld" stand out from the rest of the 
album because of Taylor's amazing con­
trol and use of his voice.
Some may say this was a risky album 
for Stone Sour to create. Not as heavy as 
their debut album but that's what makes 
Come What(ever) May unique and differ­
ent. This is a much more balanced album 
and a very respectable one at that and to 
think, the person who wrote this album is 




Explore the fascinating range of scholarship currently underway 
at Suffolk University.
THURSDAY, MARCH 22 FRIDAY, MARCH 23
12pm, Registration, Sargent Hall 8am, Registration, Sargent H 
12pm - 8pm, Sessions 9am - 4:30pm, Sessions
4:45pm, Reception 11:30am. Lunch
Faculty, staff, students - all are welcome.
Admission is free, but space is limited. Advance registration is requested.
To register, visit www.suffolk.edu/provost/academicconference2007








Outstanding Senior of the Year 
Outstanding Junior of the Year 
Outstanding Sophomore of the Year 
Outstanding Freshman of the Year 
Outstanding Transfer Student of the Year 
Outstanding Administration of the Year 
Outstanding SSB Faculty Member of the Year
Unsung Hero, Student 
Unsung Hero, Faculty or Staff 
Outstanding Female Athlete of the Year 
Outstanding Male Athlete of the Year 
Outstanding Coach of the Year 
Oustanding CAS Faculty Member of the Year 
Outstanding Support Staff of the Year
Outstanding New Student Club/Organization of the Year 
Most Improved Student Club/Organization of the Year 
Outstanding Student Club/Organization of the Year 
Outstanding Student Club/Organization Advisor of the Year 
Campus Sponsored Program of the Year 
Student Organization Sponsored Program of the Year
Forms may be found online at http://www.suffolk.edu/sga 
Forms must be completed by Monday March 19,2007 at 5 p.m.




Murder mystery films have become all 
too common among Hollywood directors, 
but some have a knack for transposing 
crimes onto a movie screen to keep the audi­
ence highly entertained and at the edge of 
their seats.
David Fincher, director of the murder- 
heavy thriller "Seven" and the widely- 
acclaimed "Fight Club," weaves a storyline 
throughout the real life serial murders of the 
“Zodiac” killer in the 1960s and ‘70s, based 
on the actual pohce case files.
One may recall Hollywood's horrible 
depiction of trae story serial killings in "The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre" (2003) as a 
slasher film with beautiful movie stars get­
ting killed off one by one by a crazy psycho. 
However, "Zodiac" does not follow suit. It 
focuses more on the back story of the Zodiac 
killer and the people who become obsessed 
with solving the crime.
The movie starts out by recounting a few 
of the murders that make viewers think that 
this is going to be a repeat performance of 
Texas Chainsaw, but the gore quickly ends 
and the plotline picks up.
With each murder, the Zodiac killer ter­
rorized the San Francisco Bay area, police 
and chief inspectors David Toschi (Mark 
Ruffalo) and Willaim Armstrong (Anthony 
Edwards).
By mailing letters and cipher cryp­
tograms that resembled word find puzzles 
about the murders to the editors at The San 
Francisco Chronicle, Examiner and The 
Vallejo-Tlmes Herald the Zodaic gained
control of the media.
The "Zodiac," a name the serial killer 
gave himself, used symbols that were 
encoded, which ended up being an easy puz­
zle to crack for editorial cartoonist Robert 
Graysmith (Jake Gyllenhaal).
The San Francisco Chronicle's crime 
reporter, Paul Avery (Robert Downey Jr.) 
covered the case firom beginning to end and 
it ended up overtaking his life when the 
Zodiac pubhcly threatened him in one of his 
infamous letters to the editor.
One such letter even contained a blood­
stained cloth from one of the murders to 
mock the San Francisco Bay Pohce.
Years went on as Graysmith's affinity for 
the Zodiac murders turned into an obses­
sion. He lost his family and his job, after 
becoming obsessed with putting the pieces 
of the Zodiac puzzle together, in hopes of 
writing a book about the serial kiUings.
Pohce had one suspect, Arthur Leigh 
Ahen (John Carroh Lynch), which turned 
into a dead end.
Decades later, when Graysmith opened 
up the Zodiac case files again to try to put an 
end and a name to the Zodiac kiUer, he dis­
covered that the pohce's only suspect was, 
infact, the Zodiac kiUer. Before they could 
prove it, Leigh Ahen suffered a fatal heart 
attack.
Gyhenhaal gave an excehent perform­
ance as Graysmith and was definitely right 
for the part, but the script didn't ahow for his 
astonishing talent to take flight. Robert 
Downey Jr., on the other hand, played a 
drunken mess of a journalist like a champ. 
He had the role piimed down, but maybe 
that's just because his personal life paral­
Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures
Robert Graysmith (Jake Gyllenhaal) and Paul Avery (Robert Downey Jr.) go over the 
Zodiac’s cryptograms sent to the San Francisco Chronicle.
leled Paul Avery's in some way.
The story developed quickly throughout 
the 158 minute movie once they just got 
over the initial hurdle of gore and homicide. 
Attention to detail was a must as pieces 
missed created a space in the story. 
Although not as shocking as Fincher's 
"Seven," "Zodicac" did create the same ten­
sion and stress relayed through the main 
characters' efforts in putting the puzzle 
together.
"Zodiac" seamlessly puts together 
decades worth of evidence, case files and 
puzzles and testimonials into a coherent and 
altogether thrilling movie that is worth a 
Friday night and $10.
Upcoming
Film
Photos courtesy of Warner Bros.
iff"300
Despite 60 days of shooting with live actors, “300” involved more than a year of post-production. “Phantom of the Opera” star Gerard Butler flexes 
his million-pack abs as Spartan king Leonidas on March 9. Graphic novel creator Frank Miller drew inspriation from the 430 B.C. battle where 300 
Spartans defended themselves against an invading army of Persians.
r
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Get 300 free text 
messages a month 
for one year.
Sign up for new service 
and show a valid college 
ID at the Sprint store. 






to the nearest Sprint or Nextel store
REDM0T0RAZR™V3m
Motorola and Sprint 
are collaborating with 
(PRODUCirto help 
eliminate AIDS in Africa. 
JOINRED.COM
This feature-packed phone is the 
only RED MOTORAZR that lets 
you download music wirelessly 
from the Sprint Music Store”
$109.99 2-year price.
Pius $50 mail-in rebate
with new line activation and 2-year agreement.
^Sprinf^ + ©y“
StHIHT IS * eOKtrilBliriHS PARIYTO (i>«obiict)”'
>Sprint POWER UP










296 Washington St 1 
617-482-32210 
39 Winter Street 
617-542-3777«
330 Newbury Street 
617-262-2900*>
BRAINTREE 
South Shore Plaza 
781-794-2500«
BROCKTON HINGHAM MARLBOROUGH NORTH DARTMOUTH SHREWSBURY BRIGHTON SOMERVILLE
WestgateMalll 92 Derby Street; Ste 127 Solomon Pond Mall® 127 Faunce Corner Road 196 Boston Turnpike Rd. Nexgen Wireless Focal Point Communiations
508-580-2096 781-749-7727 508-786D696« 508-997-6205C- 508-798-3300*> 617-782-3600 617-623-7470*>
BROOKLINE HOLYOKE MILIBURY NORWOOD SWANSEA BROCKTON SOUTH YARMOUTH
301 Harvard Street Holyoke Mall® Shoppes at Biackstone Valley 1337 Boston Swansea Mall The Cell Phone Store JWP Group
617-277-060(K* 413-534-6074-:* 508-865-8125<* Providence Highway (Rte.1) 508-675-3647 800-NEXTCAlL 508-771-2156
BURUNGTON HYANNIS NATICK
781-255-5566 TAUNTON DEDHAM STONEHAM
91 Middlesex Turnpike Cape Cod Mall NatickMall® PEABODY Sliver City Galleria® Wizard Wireless Nexgen Wireless
781-221-1447 508-775-3834 508-651-2955C* 232AndoverSt® 508-822-5452*> 800411-9004 781-344-1944
CAMBRIDGE KINGSTON NatickMall 978-977-7346*> Silver City Galleria DRACUT WEYMOUTH
Cambridgeside Galleria 1 Independence Mall® 508-647-0461 North Shore Mall 508-8234195 Datalink South Shore Wireless
617-374-9936<* 781-585-5637 NEWTON 978-532-0250 WESTBOYLSTON 978-957-0491 781-337-9199
60 Church St lAWRENCE 210 Needham St.®
9 Sylvan Street Scarlet Brook Marketplace® LOWELL WATERTOWN
DANVERS 160 WinthropAve 617-244-2898
978*573*350(K* 508-835-2098 Datalink Communications Atlantic Wireless
Liberly Tree Mall 978-975-5650*> NORTH AHLEBORO SAUGUS WEST SPRINGFIELD
978-654-5147 617-923-3717
978-7744325 LEOMINSTER Emerald Square®
Square One Mall® IIOZRiverdaleSt LYNN
FRAMINGHAM 14 Commercial Way 508-699-3656*>
781-233-3302« 413-733-82624* Focal Point Communications










(across Searstowne Mall) 114BroadwayTumpikeRte. ARSENAIMALL The Cell Phone Store
14 Commercial Way IN. Wireless Link 800-NEXTCALL
978-8404273 78T233-7676 617-926-5112




excluded. Line must be active 30 conseaitivedays.Allow8to 12 weeks for rebate. Free Text Messaging: Text messageoverage is $0.10 per message. Toavoid charges,you must contact US priortothebillingenddateofthe12th plan month. Risk-freeGuarantee: Call ustodeactivate and
on the sale of each RED MOTORAZR V3m phone to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. See www.motorola.com/red,JOINRED.com, orwww.theglobaltund.org/en for more details. ©2007 Sprint Nextel. All rights reserved. SPRINT, the logo and other trademarks are 
■ trademarks of Sprint Nextel. All third-party product or service names are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
Fall '07 Registration
February 26 Faculty advising for current students for Summer and Fall 2007 
begins
March 26 Graduate Student Priority Web Registration
March 27 Senior Priority Web Registration for Fall 2007
March 28 Junior Priority Web Registration for Fall 2007
March 29 Sophomore Priority Web Registration for Fall 2007
March 30 Freshman Priority Web Registration for Fall 2007
April 2 Non-degree Student Web Registration begins
June 30 Last day to Register for Fall 2007 without payment
Before You Register, log into Campus Cruiser at www.suffolk.edu/campuscruiser to review the following: 
Undergraduate Students (only) Graduate Students (only)
Review registration materials 
Course schedule 
Program Evaluation
~ Review registration materials 
~ Course schedule 
~ Transcript
See your advisor during advising week • If you have an Immunisation Hold see Health 
Services • Resolve Spring '07 bdance with the Office of the Bursar/Student Accounts
(If you have n^ already done so)
**Note: Fall 2007 tuition is due on August 1,2007. Bills will be mailed in early July. Please notify 
the Office of the Bursar/Student Accounts of any changes in your billing address.
For additional information, please visit:
www.suffolk.edu/onesource.
This message is brought to you by Suffolk University Office of Retention Services
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A leader on and off the ice
Daniel Ryan
Journal Staff
Every team needs a leader, not 
only to point the team in the right 
direction when times get tough but 
to keep the team on track during 
the good times as well. This sea­
son the Suffolk Rams hockey team 
experienced highs and lows and, 
in both situations, the Rams turned 
to senior Capt. John Delaney for 
guidance and leadership to get the 
team back on track.
Delaney, 22 years old, from 
Raynham, Mass, currently resides 
in Quincy, has played hockey 
throughout his tenure at Suffolk. 
Delaney is a hard-working player 
who always leaves everything he 
has off the ice, no matter who the 
opponent or what the situation 
may be. Besides hockey, Delaney 
enjoys playing Xbox, hstening to 
music, watching movies and 
watching the Red Sox and Bruins.
In four seasons of college hock­
ey at Suffolk, a player would sure­
ly think a lot of different memo­
ries. Delaney recalls a moment in 
his first year as being particularly 
important, saying that his most 
memorable Suffolk hockey 
moment was "Making the playoffs 
freshman year because it was the 
first time in eleven years that the 
team had made it."
This season, Delaney's last as a 
Ram, was a bit difficult. Delaney
said, "This team is a young team 
and at times, we have had lapses 
and lost our focus."
However, the team's most valu­
able quality has helped them turn 
the season around: hard work. 
Delaney has confidence in his 
team's abihty to work hard, saying, 
"If we play hard for sbcty minutes 
we can beat any team in the 
league.'" The team had a rough 
start but turned it around.
Delaney explained it best. "The 
first half of the season was disap­
pointing, going 2-10-1, but the 
second half of the season it started 
to really come together. We started 
to play as a team and really work 
together." The team finished out of 
the ECAC Northeast tournament 
but the Rams seem to be on the 
way up.
Delaney is only a couple 
months away from graduation. 
When asked what he would miss 
most, he replied, "I'm going to 
miss my friends, teammates, and 
playing competitive hockey." 
After graduation, Delaney hopes 
to go to law school.
For a player who loves hockey 
as much as he does, Delany does­
n't seem to see himself away from 
the game for too long, saying, "I 
love the game of hockey, and I 
would love to share my knowl­
edge of the game with young kids, 
either coaching or working at sum­
mer hockey camps." John also fol­
lows the pro game, with the 
Boston Bruins as his favorite 
team. "The 'new' NHL is fun to 
watch. The smaller, faster and 
skilled players are able to thrive 
with the new mle changes. The 
shootouts also make the game 
much more exciting and intense," 
he said. Delaney also added "it's 
exciting to see great players like 
Crosby, Malkin and Ovechkin go 
one-on-one with the goahes."
An interesting fact about 
Delaney involves his favorite 
NHL player, forward Jay Pandolfo 
of the New Jersey Devils. "My 
favorite hockey player may never 
be in an All- Star game, but Jay 
Pandolfo, who is also my second 
cousin, has won two Stanley Cups 
with the New Jersey Devils (in 
2000 and in 2003).
Although he may not score 
many goals, he is a great defensive 
player and prides himself in that. 
He rarely misses a game and he 
goes out on the ice every single 
night and gives it his aU. I really 
admire that about him." With a 
second cousin playing on two 
Stanley Cup winning teams, it is 
clear that hard work and hockey is 
in Delaney's blood.
Delany's hard work, positive 
attitude and leadership have 
helped him guide the Rams for the 
past four years, and will undoubt­
edly lead to bigger and better 
things down the road.
With winter done 
Suffoik springs ahead
Kristin Morreli - Journai Staff




On Febraary 28, the Women's 
team played in the ECAC tourna­
ment after earning the 5th seed in 
the New England Region. They 
traveled to Norton, Mass, for a 
game at 'Wheaton College.
The Rams played hard but fell 
short on this night. Stephanie Zito 
was leading scorer for Suffolk in a 
63-51 loss. The team's record 
dropped to 18-10 overall, and 1-2 
in the playoffs.
Baseball
Coach Cary McConnell's base­
ball team will be traveling to 
Florida for some spring training. 
They will play 10 games in as 
many days against various teams.
Games will be held in Port 
Charlotte and Cape Coral.
The Rams will head back to 
Boston and begin their regular 
season at Bridgewater State on 
March 21.
SoftbaU
The women's softball team is 
also going to Florida for early 
workouts. The will be in Kissimee 
for the Rebel Spring Games. The 
Rams will play double headers 
Sunday, March 11 through 
Thursday and a final game on 
Friday, March 16.
Head Coach "Vicki Schull will 
look to build off a great season in 
2006 at the regular season opener 
at home on March 23. They will 
host Johnson and Wales at 
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Residents vs. Commuters Dodgeball; Part II
Ben Paulin
Journal Staff
"If you can dodge a wrench, you can 
dodge a ball." a quote from. Twentieth 
Century Fox's 2004 movie, "Dodgeball: A 
True Underdog Story."
The Suffolk residents weren't dodging 
much of anything on Thursday night, March 
1, as the commuters handled the residents 
for the second time in the Commuters vs. 
Residents Dodgeball game.
Reagan Gymnasium was packed with 
students who came in droves, ready to rekin­
dle that high school gym class spirit.
Monique MitcheU, Vice President of the 
Commuters Association, said it's "a light­
hearted event to have fun" and "it kind of 
reminds you of high school."
Games were played by teams of six how­
ever each team could use substitutions. Six 
yellow jelly-balls were lined up at half 
court; each team started at the baseline and 
sprinted towards the balls from each end, at 
the whistle. Each game lasted 10 minutes or 
until a team was eliminated.
When the teams first began playing, 
games only lasted around five minutes or 
less. But as things progressed, rounds 
became more competitive, as each team
Krisitin Morrell - Journal Staff
The Residents vs. Commuter dodgeball competition came to a head as the com­
muters squashed the resident team for a second time.
came up with 
different strate­
gies, and more 
of the games 
went the dura­




sided as the 
commuters beat 
up on the resi­
dents with a 
final score of 
10-3.
The competi­




muter, hurt his 
knee and then 
got pelted in the 
face by a jelly
ball. "I dove to catch the ball and I twisted 
my knee awkwardly." He later noted, "I'll be 
fine."
Before the event the residents seemed to 
have the upper hand when they came into 
the gym wearing t-shirts that said "150 + 10 
> Commuting to class each day."
The former representing the two address­
es of Suffolk's only dormitories. The t-shirts 
were provided by the Resident Community 
Council and were handed out once resident 
teams arrived.
The commuters were supposed to get t- 
shirts of their own, supplied by the 
Commuters Association, but as Yvette 




Kristin Morrell - Journal Staff
Housing Office (OCHO), who was at the 
event stated "the delivery man never showed 
up."
Those who attended were given pizza 
and soda as refreshments. Even the Suffolk 
Ram came to cheer on all the participants. 
The commuters who stayed until the end 
received assorted girl-scout cookies, as a 
prize for winning.
The event was put on by the Commuters 
Association, the Resident Community 
Council and the OCHO; as part of 
Commuter Connections week.
The commuter's hope that next time the 
connecting will stay at the residents' 
expense by means of a jelly ball to the face.
For more information for getting your event listed in Dateline 
_____contact the Student Activities Office at (617X573-8082,_
W W T8 F9 S lO S I I N It
12 p.m. - Guided Relaxation and 
Introduction to Meditation -D540
12 p.m. - Pronunciation Workshop - 
73 Tremont St, 5th Floor
1 p.m.-Vocabulary and dreading 
Development Workshop - 73 
Tremont St, 5th Floor
2 p.m. - 30 Minute Career Seminars 
for seniors - Career Services, 8 
Ashburton Place
4 p.m. - SU Model United Nations 
Club Debate - Linnehan Conference 
Room 13th Floor, 73 Tremont
4:45 p.m. -Wednesday Night Supper 
Club - D209
12:45 p.m. - Hatha Yoga - 
D540
1:30 p.m. - Hatha Yoga - 
D540
3:30 p.m.-TOEFLWorkshop 
- 73 Tremont, 5th Floor
12 p.m. Grammar an 
Editing Workshop - 73 
Tremont, 5th Floor
5p.m.-SUI0ITA 




Fahrenheit - C.Walsh 
Theatre and the 
Donahue Cafe
SPRING BREAK!
